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Best In Chess
Modern chess began in 1851 in the London Tournament of the Crystal Palace Exposition. Today, the principles of winning play
have been explored and codified: a beginner can learn more about chess in one year, than a master learned a century ago during
his entire career. This book is the first detailed presentation, by a Grand Master, of a complete analysis of the world's best games.
For all who are interested in the fine points, the author has selected the most notable examples of brilliant play and strategy, the
attack and the defense. Among the masters whose best games are to be found in the work are: Alekhine, Botvinnik, Capablanca,
Euwe, Lasker, Marshall. Morphy, Rubinstein, Steinitz. Tarrasch, Tartakower, and many, many others. Reuben Fine had not taken
chess seriously until late high school days. Yet he became a Grand \faster at the age of twenty-one, and was dual winner of the
great AVRO Tournament of 1938. Dr. Fine was officially ranked - on the basis of twenty years of tournament play - as the Number
1 player of the United States, and a Challenger for the World Championship. Dr. Fine taught psychology at the College of the City
of New York and at Brooklyn College. He and his family lived in New York City, where he practiced psychoanalysis.
In Checkmate! readers are invited to learn chess with Garry Kasparov, the World number one and the most famous figure in chess
history, as their teacher. In this book chess players can discover all the various pieces and how they move, how to attack and how
to defend, how to capture, and, crucially, how to give check and deliver checkmate.
DIV60 complete games, annotated throughout but emphasizing endings that seem like long-contemplated works of art. /div
Programmed text offers experienced as well as beginning players the opportunity to develop chess skills.
Grandmaster Alexander Panchenko (1953-2009) was one of the most successful chess trainers in the Soviet Union, and later in
Russia. Panchenko ran a legendary chess school that specialised in turning promising players into masters. The secret of his
success were his dedication and enthusiasm as a teacher combined with his outstanding training materials. ‘Pancha’ provided his
pupils with systematic knowledge, deep understanding and the ability to take practical decisions. Now, Panchenko’s classic
Mastering Chess Middlegames is for the first time available in translation, giving club-players around the world access to this
unique training method. The book contains a collection of inspiring lessons on the most important middlegame topics: attack,
defence, counterplay, realising the advantage, obstructing the plans of your opponent, the battle of the heavy pieces, and much
more. In each chapter, Panchenko clearly identifies the various aspects of the topic, formulates easy-to-grasp rules, presents a
large number of well-chosen examples and ends with a wealth of practical tests. The brilliance of Alexander Panchenko’s didactic
method shines through in this book. It is hard to give better advice for ambitious chess players than to follow this tried-and-tested
and highly instructive road towards mastering the chess middlegame.
The basis for the hit Netflix series! “What Walter Tevis did for pool in The Hustler, he does for chess in The Queen’s Gambit”
(Playboy). When eight-year-old Beth Harmon’s parents are killed in an automobile accident, she’s placed in an orphanage in
Mount Sterling, Kentucky. Plain and shy, Beth learns to play chess from the janitor in the basement and discovers she is a prodigy.
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Though penniless, she is desperate to learn more—and steals a chess magazine and enough money to enter a tournament. Beth
also steals some of her foster mother’s tranquilizers to which she is becoming addicted. At thirteen, Beth wins the chess
tournament. By the age of sixteen she is competing in the US Open Championship and, like Fast Eddie in The Hustler, she hates
to lose. By eighteen she is the US champion—and Russia awaits . . . Fast-paced and elegantly written, The Queen’s Gambit is a
thriller masquerading as a chess novel—one that’s sure to keep you on the edge of your seat. “The Queen’s Gambit is sheer
entertainment. It is a book I reread every few years—for the pure pleasure and skill of it.” —Michael Ondaatje, Man Booker
Prize–winning author of The English Patient
Mihail Marin completes his opening repertoire for White with 1.c4, the English Opening, by covering 1.c4 c5. The theory is state-ofthe-art with many novelties suggested, but most useful of all are Marin's lucid explanations of how to play the resulting positions.
Features: A repertoire for White with 1.c4 c5; Written by an award-winning author; A repertoire to last a lifetime.
Written by a legendary world champion, this great book has taught generations of players. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights
reserved.

This book, itself a work of art, is brought together by the use of five criteria: the overall aesthetics; the originality; the level
of opposition; the soundness, accuracy, and difficulty of the game; and finally the overall breadth and depth. Includes 335
diagrams, an index of players and an index of openings by ECO codes.
The best games of one of the best players in chess history. 220 games with Alekhine's own accounts. Spans 30 years of
tournament play.
Twenty-five chess games chosen, arranged, annotated to help amateurs avoid a variety of weak strategic and tactical
moves. With commentary by 1935–36 World Chess Champion Max Euwe. 1963 edition.
Finding strong moves doesn't simply depend on how much you know about chess. In fact, greater conceptual knowledge
makes choosing a move more complex as it increases the number of directions your mind can take. More important is
optimizing your thought process. Grandmaster Joel Benjamin knows that pointing out the moves his students missed is
just half the job. They need to understand that they were looking in the wrong direction. Chess engines offer little help in
this because they can’t explain why you went astray. What’s more: an engine may send the wrong message! Many
chess players don’t realise that the top computer move frequently isn’t the best move to play during the game. This
book will improve the structure and effectiveness of your decision making process. You will learn to: -- choose between
two attractive continuations -- avoid taking the wrong direction at the start of your deliberations -- know when it is
necessary to spend more time -- recognize unlikely moves -- understand when you need to sacrifice material -- and much
more. By applying a grandmaster’s train of thought you will more often arrive at strong moves and substantially improve
your game.
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At the U.S. Championship in 1989, Stuart Rachels seemed bound for the cellar. Ranked last and holding no IM norms,
the 20-year-old amateur from Alabama was expected to get waxed by the American top GMs of the day that included
Seirawan, Gulko, Dzindzichashvili, deFirmian, Benjamin and Browne. Instead, Rachels pulled off a gigantic upset and
became the youngest U.S. Champion since Bobby Fischer. Three years later he retired from competitive chess, but he
never stopped following the game. In this wide-ranging, elegantly written, and highly personal memoir, Stuart Rachels
passes on his knowledge of chess. Included are his duels against legends such as Kasparov, Anand, Spassky, Ivanchuk,
Gelfand and Miles, but the heart of the book is the explanation of chess ideas interwoven with his captivating stories.
There are chapters on tactics, endings, blunders, middlegames, cheating incidents, and even on how to combat that
rotten opening, the Réti. Rachels offers a complete and entertaining course in chess strategy. At the back are listed 110
principles of play—bits of wisdom that arise naturally in the book’s 24 chapters. Every chess player will find it difficult to
put this sparkling book down. As a bonus, it will make you a better player.
Noted authority selects 12 greatest players—Capablanca, Alekhine, Lasker, Fischer, 8 more—and presents 115 of their
most brilliant games, including "greatest game ever played." 12 photos. Bibliography.
The Woodpecker Method is the name given by Axel Smith to a training system developed by his compatriot Hans
Tikkanen. After training with his method in 2010, Tikkanen achieved three GM norms within a seven-week period. This
book contains everything you need to carry out your own Woodpecker training. Smith and Tikkanen explain how to get
the maximum benefit from the method, before presenting over 1100 puzzles and solutions.
Chess Notes has delighted players around the world for more than a decade. Initially published as a journal but now a
syndicated magazine column appearing in half a dozen languages, Edward Winter's creation provides fresh and colourful
material on all aspects of chess, past and present. Often humorous, always penetrating, this selection from the journal
features a miscellany of neglected brilliancies, combinations, howlers, witticisms, enigmas, hoaxes and much more.
Whether extolling chess kings or exposing chess rogues, unearthing forgotten facts about Steinitz or scrutinizing the
statements of Kasparov, Chess Notes sets the record straight in what Harry Golombek described as 'a most refreshing
acerbity of tone'.
Offers a guide to important chess techniques and principles to help players develop the skills needed to beat opponents,
from the basics of play to specific tactics and strategies, as well as a look at the world of competitive chess.
A true story of sacrificing everything for family, living with nothing but hope, then sharing generously all they received to
discover the greatest riches of all. Tani Adewumi didn’t know what Boko Haram was or why they had threatened his
family. All he knew was that when his parents told the family was going to America, Tani thought it was the start of a
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great adventure rather than an escape. In truth, his family’s journey to the United States was nothing short of
miraculous—and the miracles were just beginning. Tani’s father, Kayode, became a dishwasher and Uber driver while
Tani’s mother, Oluwatoyin, cleaned buildings, while the family lived in a homeless shelter. Eight-year-old Tani jumped
into his new life with courage and perseverance—and an unusual mind for chess. After joining the chess club in his public
school, Tani practiced his game for hours in the evenings at the shelter. And less than a year after he learned to play,
Tani won the New York State chess championship. A young boy with an aptitude for chess? Absolutely. But if you ask
Tani Adewumi, he will tell you he believes in miracles and one happened to him and his family. This story will inspire,
delight, and challenge you to believe, too.
Improve your chess by studying the greatest games of all time, from Adolf Anderssen's 'Immortal Game' to Magnus
Carlsen's world championship victories, and featuring a foreword by five-times World Champion Vishy Anand. This book
is written by an all-star team of authors. Wesley So is the reigning Fischer Random World Champion, the 2017 US
Champion and the winner of the 2016 Grand Chess Tour. Michael Adams has been the top British player for the last
quarter of a century and was a finalist in the 2004 FIDE World Championship. Graham Burgess is the author of thirty
books, a former champion of the Danish region of Funen, and holds the world record for marathon blitz chess playing.
John Nunn is a three-time winner of both the World Solving Championship and the British Chess Federation Book of the
Year Award. John Emms is an experienced chess coach and writer, who finished equal first in the 1997 British
Championship and was chess columnist of the Young Telegraph. The 145 greatest chess games of all time, selected,
analysed, re-evaluated and explained by a team of British and American experts and illustrated with over 1,100 chess
diagrams. Join the authors in studying these games, the cream of two centuries of international chess, and develop your
own chess-playing skills - whatever your current standard. Instructive points at the end of each game highlight the
lessons to be learned. First published in 1998, a second edition of The Mammoth Book of the World's Greatest Chess
Games in 2004 included an additional twelve games. Another new edition in 2010 included a further thirteen games as
well as some significant revisions to the analysis and information regarding other games in earlier editions of the book,
facilitated by the use of a variety of chess software. This 2021 edition, further updated and expanded, now includes 145
games. The authors have made full use of the new generation of chess analysis engines that apply neural-network based
AI.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and best-selling cookbook author Deb Perelman knows
just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most special occasion—from salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or
a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative,
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creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb Perelman loves to cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant
owner—she’s never even waitressed. Cooking in her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at least at first, for special
occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting venture. Deb found herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes
available to her. Have you ever searched for the perfect birthday cake on Google? You’ll get more than three million
results. Where do you start? What if you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor, and can-do
spirit her award-winning blog, Smitten Kitchen, is known for, here Deb presents more than 100 recipes—almost entirely
new, plus a few favorites from the site—that guarantee delicious results every time. Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds
of her beautiful color photographs, The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable, uncompromised home
cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your favorite vegetables: asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up a
sandwich; cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These are recipes you’ll bookmark and use so often they become your
own, recipes you’ll slip to a friend who wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple ingredients that yield
amazing results in a minimum amount of time. Deb tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose your fear of
cooking for a crowd; and the essential items you need for your own kitchen. From salads and slaws that make perfect
side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe Cake,
Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most special occasion.
One of the most extraordinary books ever written about chess and chessplayers, this authoritative study goes well
beyond a lucid explanation of how todays chessmasters and tournament players are rated. Twenty years' research and
practice produce a wealth of thought-provoking and hitherto unpublished material on the nature and development of highlevel talent: Just what constitutes an "exceptional performance" at the chessboard? Can you really profit from chess
lessons? What is the lifetime pattern of Grandmaster development? Where are the masters born? Does your child have
master potential? The step-by-step rating system exposition should enable any reader to become an expert on it. For
some it may suggest fresh approaches to performance measurement and handicapping in bowling, bridge, golf and
elsewhere. 43 charts, diagrams and maps supplement the text. How and why are chessmasters statistically remarkable?
How much will your rating rise if you work with the devotion of a Steinitz? At what age should study begin? What toll does
age take, and when does it begin? Development of the performance data, covering hundreds of years and thousands of
players, has revealed a fresh and exciting version of chess history. One of the many tables identifies 500 all-time chess
greatpersonal data and top lifetime performance ratings. Just what does government assistance do for chess? What is
the Soviet secret? What can we learn from the Icelanders? Why did the small city of Plovdiv produce three Grandmasters
in only ten years? Who are the untitled dead? Did Euwe take the championship from Alekhine on a fluke? How would
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Fischer fare against Morphy in a ten-wins match? 1t was inevitable that this fascinating story be written, ' asserts FIDE
President Max Euwe, who introduces the book and recognizes the major part played by ratings in today's burgeoning
international activity. Although this is the definitive ratings work, with statistics alone sufficient to place it in every
reference library, it was written by a gentle scientist for pleasurable reading -for the enjoyment of the truths, the
questions, and the opportunities it reveals.
Questions of all chess players are answered by the greatest legends of the game.
Károlyi has selected Karpov's most entertaining and instructive strategic wins from 1961-1985 as the Russian star proved
he was a worthy successor to Bobby Fischer."--P. [4] of cover.
A collection of the 60 best games of Bobby Fischer, analyzed by himself. The games are reset by John Nunn into modern
algebraic notation, providing an insight into the methods and thought processes of one of the greatest chess champions.
"A portrait of world chess champion Bobby Fischer from his first tournament in Brooklyn, New York to his final years in
Iceland. Written by International Master John Donaldson, the book includes first-hand accounts from top players who
knew, played again, anf interacted with Fischer. The book also includes 99 annotated games with new analysis-some of
these games have never been published before. Illustrated with over 100 B&W photos"-Mikhail Tal, the 'magician from Riga,' was the greatest attacking World Champion of them all, and this enchanting
autobiography chronicles his extraordinary career with charm and humor. Dazzling games are interspersed throughout
with anecdotes and witty self-interviews, and in typically objective fashion he related both the downs and ups of his
encounters. An inveterate smoker and drinker, Tal's life on the circuit was punctuated by bouts in the hospital with kidney
problems, but nothing could dull his love for chess and his sheer genius on the chessboard. His illustrious tournament
record, up to his death in 1992, is included here in full, along with 100 complete games and nearly as many positions.
Tal's annotations in this book are a world apart from ordinary games collections. No reader could fail to be swept along
by his passion and vitality as he sets the scene for an encounter and then recounts every psychological twist and turn.
The International Chess Federation or FIDE (from the French Federation Internationale des Echecs) was founded in
Paris in 1924 but only from 1950 began to award international titles. This book lists more than 18,000 players who
received titles from 1950 through 2016. Entries include (where available) the player's full name, federation, date of birth,
place of birth, date of death, place of death, title and year of award and peak rating (month and year), with references
provided.
Wilhelm Steinitz, the winner of the first official World Chess Championship in 1886, would have rubbed his eyes in
disbelieve if he could have seen how popular chess is today. With millions of players all around the world, live internet
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transmissions of major and minor competitions, and educational programs in thousands of schools, chess has truly
become a global passion. And what would Steinitz, who had financial problems his whole life and died in poverty, have
thought of the current world champion, Magnus Carlsen, who became a multi-millionaire in his early twenties just by
playing great chess? The history of the World Chess Championship reflects these enormous changes, and Andre Schulz
tells the stories of the title fights in fascinating detail: the historical and social backgrounds, the prize money and the
rules, the seconds and other helpers, and the psychological wars on and off the board. Relive the magic of Capablanca,
Alekhine, Botvinnik, Tal, Karpov, Kasparov, Bobby Fischer and the others! Andre Schulz has selected one defining game
from each championship, and he explains the moves of the Champions in a way that is easily accessible for amateur
players. This is a book that no true chess lover wants to miss.
How does one determine the "best" chess games? What one may see as brilliant, another may see as simply necessary.
Like some art lovers, chess fans claim that they know a good game when they see it, and that they know better from
good. But "best"? How is this articulated? This book, itself a work of art, is brought together by the use of five criteria: the
overall aesthetics (clever and relentless are insufficient qualities); the originality (e.g., not yet another white knight
sacrifice in a Sicilian); the level of opposition (the loser played very well); the soundness (i.e., are the moves refutable
with perfect play?), accuracy (few of the moves are second-best), and difficulty (the winner overcame major obstacles) of
the game; and finally the overall breadth and depth (one wants a series of sparkling ideas, with no dry patches). The 100
best games were taken from an initial field of about 7,000 played from 1900 through 1999 that had already gained some
attention in magazines, books and periodicals. Three hundred games were then selected that appeared to have features
consistent with the criteria. The 300 games were evaluated with scores-points given for each category of criteria. The
games were then ranked, one to 100, by the score they received. No attempt was made to balance the selection
according to period, nationality of players or opening. Also included is a chapter on the most overrated games of the
twentieth century and one on games that would have made the list if... Includes 335 diagrams, an index of players and an
index of openings by ECO codes.
A children's step-by-step visual guide to the rules, skills, and techniques of chess-by International Master and renowned
chess tutor Michael Basman. From the history of chess and the aim of the game to essential tactics and taking it even
farther in clubs, tournaments, and championships, Chess for Kids covers it all. Before explaining techniques, the ebook
details each piece-pawns, bishops, the king, and more-to ensure kids have a comprehensive understanding before they
begin to play. Chess board graphics illustrate different scenarios and support the text explanations so readers can
visualize different moves and their potential outcomes as they go. Let Chess for Kids and International Master Michael
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Basman turn you into a champion chess player.
An authoritative guide illustrates the basic techniques of chess play as well as the tactical stategy of professional games
Masterclasses by Kasparov, Carlsen, Tal, Anand, Kramnik, Ivanchuk, Smyslov, Larsen, Karpov and many others For
more than three decades, every issue of New In Chess magazine has been full of detailed and highly enlightening
annotations by the world’s best players of their own best games. Because studying well-annotated master games is the
best way to learn the skills that really matter, acclaimed chess author Steve Giddins has revisited the New In Chess vault
and assembled the clearest and most didactic examples. Giddins’ selection includes masterclasses by no fewer than
eight World Champions: Kasparov, Tal, Smyslov, Karpov, Kramnik, Topalov, Anand and Carlsen. But also chess legends
such as Larsen, Kortchnoi, Timman, Ivanchuk, Short, Aronian and Shirov have contributed. The New In Chess Book of
Chess Improvement is a treasure trove of study material and has chapters on attack and defence, sacrifices, material
imbalances, pawn structures, endgames and various positional themes. It provides the high standard of instructional
material that today’s club player, much stronger than his equivalent 25 or more years ago, needs.
This guide, intended for tournament players, addresses all the factors that indicate the correct choice of opening lead. The format
challenges players to think for themselves before being presented with the solution.
Bent Larsen (1935-2010) was one of the greatest fighters chess has ever seen. In his rich career the great Dane defeated all
World Champions from Botvinnik to Karpov. He was a Candidate for the World Championship four times and became one of the
most successful tournament players of his time. His uncompromising style and his unorthodox thinking made him popular with
chess players all around the globe. In 1967/1968 Larsen won five international elite events in a row, a truly spectacular
achievement. His successes were such that Bobby Fischer let him play first board in the legendary match Soviet Union vs. the
World in 1970 in Belgrade. Bent Larsen also was a highly original chess writer and an extremely productive chess journalist. Not
surprisingly the first chess book that Magnus Carlsen ever studied was written by the strongest Scandinavian player before him.
This collection brings together more than 120 of Bent Larsen’s best games, annotated by himself. His comments are lucid, to the
point, instructive and humorous. Together, these games are a tribute to his genius and a continuous joy to read and play through.
Garry Kasparov was the highest-rated chess player in the world for over twenty years and is widely considered the greatest player
that ever lived. In How Life Imitates Chess Kasparov distills the lessons he learned over a lifetime as a Grandmaster to offer a
primer on successful decision-making: how to evaluate opportunities, anticipate the future, devise winning strategies. He relates in
a lively, original way all the fundamentals, from the nuts and bolts of strategy, evaluation, and preparation to the subtler, more
human arts of developing a personal style and using memory, intuition, imagination and even fantasy. Kasparov takes us through
the great matches of his career, including legendary duels against both man (Grandmaster Anatoly Karpov) and machine (IBM
chess supercomputer Deep Blue), enhancing the lessons of his many experiences with examples from politics, literature, sports
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and military history. With candor, wisdom, and humor, Kasparov recounts his victories and his blunders, both from his years as a
world-class competitor as well as his new life as a political leader in Russia. An inspiring book that combines unique strategic
insight with personal memoir, How Life Imitates Chess is a glimpse inside the mind of one of today's greatest and most innovative
thinkers.
A First Book of Morphy aims to illustrate the teachings of three great chessplayers with games played by the first American chess
champion, Paul Morphy. The book presents more than 60 of Morphy's brilliant and instructive games in demonstration of basic
chess principles written by grandmasters Reuben Fine and Cecil Purdy.
The French Defence is a classical opening that has featured in the repertoire of many elite grandmasters. Black generally
concedes a slight spacial disadvantage early but in return gains a sound structure and middlegame opportunities to undermine the
white centre. A close study of the French Defence can be very rewarding for all players as the structures and themes that arise are
found in numerous other openings. In this book grandmaster Damian Lemos guides the reader through the complexities of this
dynamic opening and explores all the important variations. This series provides an ideal platform to study chess openings. By
continually challenging the reader to answer probing questions throughout the book, the Move by Move format greatly encourages
the learning and practising of vital skills just as much as the traditional assimilation of opening knowledge. Carefully selected
questions and answers are designed to keep you actively involved and allow you to monitor your progress as you learn. This is an
excellent way to study any chess opening and at the same time improve your general chess skills and knowledge. * Essential
guidance and training in the French Defence * Analyses all key variations * Utilizes an ideal Q+A approach to chess study
For over 100 years, the world's leading chess players and teachers have told their students to study the endgame. Now, for the
first time, a revolutionary, richly instructive endgame book has been designed for players of all levels. This is the one and only
endgame book you'll need as you move up the ladder from beginner to tournament player and master. Designed to "speak" to a
player in a very personal way, Silman's book teaches the student everything he or she needs to know at his or her current rating
level, and builds on that knowledge for each subsequent phase of the player's development. Starting at the beginner's level, all
basic mates are clearly and painstakingly explained. After that, the critical building blocks that form the endgame foundation for all
tournament hopefuls and experienced tournament competitors are explored in detail. Finally, advanced endgame secrets, based
on concepts rather than memorization, are presented in a way that makes them easy to master. The basic keys to a well-rounded
endgame education -- Opposition, the Lucena and Philidor Positions, Cat and Mouse, Trebuchet, Fox in the Chicken Coup,
Triangulation, Building a Box, Square of a Pawn, Outflanking, the Principle of Two Weaknesses -- are vital. But equally important
is creating a love of the endgame, which is addressed at the end of the book with a look at chess tactics, minor piece domination,
and a discussion of the five greatest endgame players of all time -- all things that every fan of chess at every level can enjoy. If you
have found the endgame to be a mystery, if you have found that your confidence plummets once you reach an endgame, if you
have searched for an instructive endgame book that will turn your weakest link -- your endgame -- into your personal field of
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power, your search is over. The book is the key to a world of essential ideas, startling beauty, and stunning creativity.
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